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Abstract and Keywords
On April 23, 1975, at Karl Marx University in Leipzig, the East German filmmaker
Joachim Hellwig (1932–2014) and scriptwriter Claus Ritter (1929–1995), both initiators
and authors of the artistic working group defa-futurum, defended their collectively writ
ten practice-based PhD on the “artistic forms for imagining a socialist future by the
means of film under specific consideration of the experiences of the working group defafuturum.” Strongly influenced by Hellwig’s antifascist projects and nonfictional documen
tary practice, defa-futurum demonstrates a specific concern for a Marxist cybernetics
with regard to creative thinking, labor, love, and political work. The latter is elaborated in
greater detail by engaging with the forgotten writings of the philosopher Franz Loeser.
Defa-futurum allowed the idea of film-as-theory to endorse the GDR as a sovereign state—
promoting also an East German socialist internationalism—under the conditions of the
global Cold War by the means of cinema. By using methods from visual culture and cul
tural studies to facilitate a decolonizing analysis of defa-futurum’s films, Stasi files,
archival material, and original writings, the article aims to argue that decolonizing social
ism is necessary in order to break through the Cold War’s binary limits for understanding
technopolitics, art, and social realities in the post-1989 world.
Keywords: defa-futurum, cinema, cybernetics, socialism, GDR, internationalism, Cold War, futurity, decolonizing
analysis

You may manage not to adhere to the passage of time. But you definitely have to
adhere to reality.
—Anna Seghers1
A moment of unease—in late March 2018, the book titled Small Political Dictionary
(Kleines politisches Wörterbuch), published by Dietz Verlag, in East Berlin, in 1973, ar
rived in my mailbox. I ordered it online along with other bibliographic references men
tioned in the doctoral dissertation Insights and Problems, Methods and Results from the
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Artistic Visions for the Socialist Future Film under Special Consideration from the Work
ing Group defa-futurum from 1975.2 The practice-based dissertation was written collec
tively by the East German filmmakers and scriptwriters Joachim Hellwig (1932–2014) and
Claus Ritter (1929–1995), and it was based on their research and experience gained
through organizing the artistic working group defa-futurum at the publicly owned film
production company DEFA in East Germany (GDR). The price of the book was less than
the postage and spoke of its devalued existence. Certain unease disturbed my enthusiasm
for defa-futurum while unwrapping the book from its protective packaging: I could not
help but leave the already well-thumbed copy of the Dictionary lying on the terrazzo floor.
My apprehension was caused by the fact that the book now appeared as a document of
the officially approved vocabulary of East German state ideology from 1973, which legit
imized state-terror repression against those who would disobey the party. My parents,
neither of them a member of the party, would never have had such a book in their house.
Quite the opposite, in fact: they made a great effort to keep the house uncontaminated by
the one-party state ideology. By doing so, the domestic space was de facto politicized by
the right to speak candidly about events of social-political injustice, for example, when
classmates were favored because of their parents’ membership in the party. The domestic
space provided a politically safe space amid state surveillance. However, the book, that
obstinate thing, now was sitting on the floor, watching me as if I had betrayed my politi
cal becoming. I needed to place the Dictionary at a distance from my community of books
in order to let its aged smell settle. Gradually, a process of decontamination began
through the Dictionary’s proximity to a different dictionary of thoughts that would strive
to decolonize socialism from its Cold War mission within the dominant regimes of power.
The following chapter aims to break the “embarrassed silence,”3 which Fredric Jameson
describes as characteristic of the sociopolitical attitude common among many West Ger
man leftists toward voices, projects, and lived experiences under socialism, as it actually
existed in East Germany. Engaging with this unease as well as the ambitions and particu
larities of the artistic working group defa-futurum offers means to disentangle a paralyz
ing knot caused by unfinished histories, conflicting narratives, silenced memories, and
disqualified knowledge that, in addition to creating a feeling of unease, also provoke a
transgenerational rupture.4
Beside the aforementioned collectively written doctoral dissertation, a document testify
ing to the work on film theory as film praxis and vice versa in the context of creating the
socialist future film and providing an entire library of (forgotten) references to Soviet,
East German, Czech, and Polish as well as West German authors from the fields of film,
logic, futurology, and Marxist-Leninist philosophy, this essay will engage with several
films produced by futurum, starting with Narrations from the New World (Erzählungen
aus der Neuen Welt, Dir. Joachim Hellwig, 1968), which anticipates—in an impressive in
ternationalist manner—the principles of the socialist future film from the GDR. Profound
ly built on the experiences of Joachim Hellwig as a documentary filmmaker and Claus Rit
ter as a film theorist and journalist, defa-futurum itself was first officially inaugurated in
July of 1971 by decree of the GDR Ministry of Culture. After going through a deliberate
political sequence of cinematic productions, as Narrations from the New World
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demonstrates, Hellwig and Ritter’s collective films after 1971 focus more on the forma
tion of a socialist society through cybernetics regarding labor, love, food supply, and cre
ative thinking. Love in the Year 2002 (Liebe im Jahr 2002, Dirs. Joachim Hellwig and
Claus Ritter, 1972) and specifically Workshop Future I (Werkstatt Zukunft I, Dir. Joachim
Hellwig, 1975) and Workshop Future II (Werkstatt Zukunft II, Dir. Joachim Hellwig, 1976)
indicate futurum’s multiple investment in the debate on how cybernetics can build a so
cialist society. The usage of specific terminologies in Hellwig and Ritter’s dissertation
suggests the highly relevant influence of the writings of Jewish-German philosopher and
Paul Robeson-activist Franz Loeser, who taught ethics at the Philosophy Department of
Humboldt University in Berlin and authored several publications on deontic logic, mathe
matics, moral development, and Marxist cybernetics.
Furthermore, the essay will engage with different cinematic formats ranging from the ag
it-prop tract The World of Ghosts (Die Welt der Gespenster, Dirs. Joachim Hellwig and
Claus Ritter, 1972), to the futurum-specific “disco film,” and to the feature format of In
the Dust of the Stars (Im Staub der Sterne, Dir. Gottfried Kolditz, 1976)—with the objec
tive of mapping out futurum’s unique invention and use of the “inter-genre film.” In order
to investigate the conditions of production, specifically with regard to the double-bind of
the macro-politics of state socialism (including Stasi terror) and the micro-politics of a
filmmaker’s desire for an autonomous voice as well as the motivations of national cinema
and international recognition, this research will involve a close reading of the Stasi
records of Joachim Hellwig archived at the Stasi Records Agency in Berlin.5 The Stasi
records provide a relevant source for my approach to visual culture due to precise (and
often bizarre) protocols about travel, meetings, and work situations. The Stasi records re
veal the nervous system of a state defining the politics of production for this artistic
group, as well as others, operating in the GDR.
Composed of filmmakers, authors, and scriptwriters associated with Joachim Hellwig and
Claus Ritter, who developed the cinematic vision and theory for defa-futurum with the am
bition of creating a cybernetic model for the East German socialist future film, defa-futu
rum stands for many silenced, forgotten, domesticized or privatized cultural projects from
the GDR.6 Active mainly between 1968 and 1979, its objective was to address the automa
tion of labor, collective reasoning, and space colonization through a Marxist lens, con
necting cinema with cybernetics and politics.7 Today, their “ghostly matters” create a “life
[which] is more complicated than those of us who study it,”8 writes sociologist Avery Gor
don, who argues in favor of new methods of understanding research beyond academic
reasoning. To argue for the complex banality of “life.” including its rational voids, unpre
dictable confusion, and rebellious ghosts, is therefore urgently needed in order to offer a
vocabulary to give voice to a silence that seems to scream louder than ever these days.
On August 31, 1990, less than one year after a popular revolution peacefully tore down
the Wall, the German-German joint signature of the Unification Treaty erased not only the
political system but also its decades-long promised futures. It not only erased the ulti
mate promise of the arrival of an actualized communism, it also erased the East German
people’s institutions, cultural centers, protest cultures, pedagogies, economic models,
and state health system, which were absorbed into a West German–orchestrated and mar
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ket-oriented jurisdiction. The treaty also erased East Germans’ biographical legitimacy
that spoke of their complicated lives, continuously balancing between macro-political pro
tocols and micro-political creativity. Paradoxically and disquietingly, today the archived
documents from the Stasi Records Agency are the only publically maintained comprehen
sive resource tracing the social, cultural, and infrastructural history of people living un
der one-party socialism, written by its people against its people,9 while many archives of
worker-owned factories, cultural centers, and educational institutions have been dis
solved after 1990, thrown away, or stored in domestic places (now hardly accessible with
out family connections).

Haunted Social Figure against Silence
The year 1990 created the conditions for a haunted social figure to emerge. Gordon artic
ulates the process as: “when home becomes unfamiliar, when your bearings on the world
lose direction, when the over-and-done-with comes alive, when what’s been in your blind
spot comes into view.”10 Such a sociopolitical and psychological state caused by the
post-1989 condition demands new methods for producing a series of vocabularies accom
modating the loss of direction in the trajectory of the imagined future. In the 1960s, defafuturum was already in the process of fulfilling a “systematically planned work for design
ing visions of a socialist future” as a cross-sectional hub within DEFA.11 Largely conceptu
alized by Joachim Hellwig in the late 1960s,12 as of July 1, 1971, the group was officially
led by party functionary Gert Springfeld, vice minister of culture and head of film in the
GDR, which included responsibilities over “the directors of the DEFA studio for feature
films, the DEFA studio for short films and the DEFA studio for animation.”13 Defa-futurum
is therefore no intermezzo or curiosity of film history.14 Rather, the visual culture it pro
duced allows us to observe the foundation of cine-futurism in the GDR and its specific en
tangling of cinema with cybernetics, socialism, entertainment culture, and the Cold War.
Considering the trouble with archives, the unresolved social violence, and the historical
fragmentation that possibly resonate from futurum’s “ghostly matters” into our reality
with the capacity to unsettle the “embarrassed silence,”15 using the postcolonial thought,
vocabularies, and methods, I am specifically engaging with the concept of the location of
culture proposed by Homi K. Bhabha. My analysis will concern a politics of location be
yond control, meaning sites of dwelling that are inhabited by the experience of displace
ment in political, social, temporal, and cultural terms. The objective is not to copy and
paste a postcolonial theory from one region to another. Rather, learning from vocabular
ies of marginalized “border lives” with regard to culture, biography, and history,16 it must
be possible to develop a method of speaking about the East German political project of
state socialism without categorizing its actors, agents, or projects in binary positions of
either victim or perpetrator, but to open a horizon beyond control for the matter to com
plicate our current reality.17
A possible symptom of the “embarrassed silence”—which can also be understood as a po
litical failure of reunifying Germany through the enforced legal integration of the East in
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to the system of the West (Unification Treaty, 1990)—might be detected in the ongoing
neofascist outbreaks in German cities, specifically peaking with the opposition to the
“welcoming culture” (Willkommenskultur) policy toward non-Europeans escaping war
since 2015.18 Its agitating forces circulate around Pegida,19 whose advocates have been
described as “the variously left-behind, namely, former perpetrators and victims of the
former GDR,” as the singer-songwriter and former GDR-dissident Wolf Biermann ob
serves.20 Suggesting the unbearable intensity of a broken life, he speaks of “life broken
up into brutal fragments,” which cannot be studied, only experienced. 21 The “variously
left-behind” and their lives reverberate in Fredric Jameson’s writing on the silenced lega
cy of the GDR:
[a]nyone with a commitment to socialism needs to take an interest in the history
and fate of the German Democratic Republic (DDR), up to now the object of sys
tematic neglect by West-of-the-Rhine liberal and radical intellectuals alike, who
have scant knowledge of its achievements in painting and film, and assume its
economic and political lessons to be exclusively negative. This is yet another in
stance in which Cold War dismissals in the name of Stalinism and totalitarianism—
essentially political Judgments—continue to be tacitly accepted by today’s Leftists
in embarrassed silence.22
Jameson indicates a general problem regarding not only the silencing of many artistic
voices, but also the institutional and intellectual dismissal of GDR-initiated projects. The
“GDR project” vanished from historical knowledge within the post-1989 institutions (polit
ically), but also in West-dominated international contemporary art circuits (culturally). In
other words, voices from East Germany are dismissed for their supposed allegiance to
Stalinism and totalitarianism and as such are subjected to an “embarrassed silence” in
the fields of art, research, and politics. The extreme binary patterns of the Cold War type
cast artists, architects, and scientists from “the East” as either dissidents (“the under
ground artist”) or conformists (“the State artist”). It seems as if the Cold War continues,
discursively and unconsciously.
Researching defa-futurum,23 therefore, demands that we unearth a vocabulary for partic
ularizing the “age of extremes” (as Eric Hobsbawm describes the binary global order of
the Short Century) by unsettling its extremes. Its visual cultures provide the point of en
try occupying and cultivating an entangled space in between macro-political forces and
micro-social movements. While macro-political forces can be found in decisions of the
GDR Ministry of Culture and the DEFA administration or in the ideological language that
Hellwig and Ritter apply in their dissertation, the micro-social movements can be traced
—absurdly, but logically—in the Stasi reports of division XX/7,24 which collected the film
makers’ outbursts, their reported conflicts, and Hellwig’s obligatory travel reports to his
superiors. The micro-social dimension can also be detected in the invention of the “intergenre film,”25 which at the DEFA included short films, documentaries, animation, essay
films, and so-called disco films. They offer their own unique cinematic language with a
specific emphasis on logic and cybernetics related to politics and creative work informed
by the lived experiences of GDR socialism. Despite all of its promising futuristic horizons
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on social improvement, however, futurum’s cinematic language is composed with a dis
tinctly male gaze on the female body, proving the myth that gender equality in the GDR
might have existed as a political concept summoned against gender relations in the bour
geois West, but not as a social reality.26 Each futurum film stages female protagonists in
roles as captains, photographers, workers, or interviewers. However, the films do not
avoid using the female form as erotic spectacle. The interview in Workshop Future II,
with Günter Rössler (1926–2012)—one of the most important photographers and pioneers
of nude art photography from the GDR—suggests that Hellwig and Ritter aimed for situ
ating gender, women’s rights, and sexuality in the East German culture of eroticism.27
My work builds on the methodologies of visual culture that consider the image as an in
frastructure processing the entanglement of chronopolitics, technologies, political sys
tems, distribution networks, and absent documents.28 In other words, an article on a
project from a state whose political purpose has ceased to exist must reach beyond a his
torical understanding of the GDR’s overlooked, or repressed, communist visual culture.
Considering the intentional disappearance of the GDR’s state socialism in 1989–1990,
while generations of people carry the still-powerful lived experience of micro-social move
ments with them, it will be a challenge to “historicize the event of the dehistoricized.”29
The GDR’s political system dissolved in the 1990 Reunification Treaty, but its social fig
ures, turbulences, knowledge, and memories continue to live, mutate, and transform be
yond the collapse of the state that supported them. Such a split condition, politically and
culturally, is closer to that of societies struggling after decolonization and political move
ments for liberating people from dominant, colonial, or dictatorial rule to become “the
people.”30 In contrast to postcolonial societies, however, whose revolutionary agents of
ten became—if only for a short period—new political leaders, who rename streets and
squares and reform health and education systems, the political leadership and economic
infrastructures after 1989 in the GDR were not inherited by its civil rights activists or rev
olutionaries, but by the managers, politicians, and re-educators of West Germany.

An Internationalist Horizon from the Begin
ning
Founded in 1949 on the ruins of World War II’s horrors, the German Democratic Republic
claimed to be democratic in its name, despite its very recent Nazi past, by aligning itself
with antifascist and anti-imperialist struggles before, during, and after the war. Consider
ing the intra-European situation at that moment, the political euphoria surrounding its
foundation should not be underestimated, and thus, the GDR cannot be directly compared
with Poland, Bulgaria, Rumania, Hungary or, of course, Yugoslavia.31 The GDR was the
only state in Europe to be newly created after 1945, and it would have been absolutely
impossible to position its foundational concept of state socialism against the Soviet model
as Josip Broz Tito did in Yugoslavia in 1948. At the same time, the GDR was an opera
tional force in the Soviet-led part of the global battle for the new world order after
1945,32 or the “Global Cold War,”33 in which architecture, cinema, and the arts played a
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major role in shaping, promoting, and propagating a socialist internationalism. In other
words, defa-futurum offers us a glimpse at a network of practices that emerged from a
composite of cinema, cybernetics, logics, philosophy, desires, and the East German ver
sion of Soviet-aligned Marxism-Leninism. It only can be analyzed on grounds of such a
macro-micro entanglement that weaves its visual culture together with the desire for po
litical emancipation, technological advancement, and social struggles. By exploring futu
rum’s political cine-futurism from the GDR today—in a moment of global right-wing as
cendency that goes hand in hand with the “rise of cryptofascist tendencies within the
tech industry”34—its visual culture invites us to speculate differently about defa-futurum
as a techno-political project, considering its communist dimensions.
In 1968—then under the name of the DEFA group Profil—Hellwig and Ritter produced the
international collaboration Narrations from the New World, which can be read as a cinecommemoration of Karl Marx’s 150th birthday. It is a striking film project. After a fiveminute prologue with archival material narrating the formation of the proletariat as a
class gaining power, the six-episode, feature-length film portrays the situation of workers
in Chile, Ghana, Vietnam, Italy, the GDR, and the Soviet Union, while celebrating prole
tarian internationalism.35 Hellwig and director of cinematographer Wolfgang Randel trav
elled to Ghana in 1964. The official travel request suggests that the filmmakers asked to
travel to Ghana between February 25 and June 15, 1964.36 In Ghana, they were to pro
duce the episode of the film that would “design and depict the GDR’s relationship to
young nation-states and how the heritage of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels has been re
alized on the African continent during the second half of the 20th century. In particular,
the film shall report on the port of Tema, the Volta project and the two female District
Commissioners in Kumasi.”37 The diplomatic bond between the GDR and Ghana was
geopolitically and ideologically of great relevance for both countries. While the bond
helped Ghana consolidate its independence from British colonial rule under the leader
ship of Kwame Nkrumah and the Convention People’s Party, it also helped the GDR
demonstrate its own sovereignty in performing socialist internationalism independently
from Moscow. Hence, Narrations can be considered here as a political document demon
strating the GDR’s geopolitical position by the means of cinema.
Furthermore, the link between Narrations and defa-futurum’s commitment to the future
by means of cinema specifically takes place in the Soviet episode. Here, the narrator’s
voice-over mentions the filmmakers themselves waiting for their return flight at the air
port of Novosibirsk after filming in Akademgorodok. The episode portrays a boy arriving
from the past, a place coded in Orientalist terminology in the dissertation document,38 in
the “the city of science in Siberia” to study physics. The film commentary speculates
whether the boy “could be one of the nuclear physicists who deciphers the secret of solar
energy for humankind’s usage in the year 2000?” It seems here, though, that the socialist
future film repeats a dominant trope of imperialism to promote the old against the new,
tradition against modernity, or “sultans and caliphates” against state socialism. Also in
the dissertation, Hellwig and Ritter recall their future-oriented experimentation for the
first time in connection with the Soviet episode for Narrations: “Sons of Prometheus or e
= m x c2”—the episode’s working title—is a project where, as they describe it, “we tried
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consciously in a short film (because the final episode is conceptualized as such inside of
the entire film), for the first time, to process a future problem.”39 Narrations, which was
co-produced with a crew that included Massimo Mida and Richard Cohn Vossen,40 is no
table not only for being Hellwig and Ritter’s first attempt to discuss the politics of a so
cialist future by the means of cinema. It is also, importantly, an experimental project in di
alogue with the documentary practice of Dziga Vertov and Esfir Shub’s innovative con
ceptualization of the nonfiction film.41 Hellwig and Ritter frame their experiment as a
“mass-medial film [that] contributes effectively and artistically to building socialism in the
GDR and educating the citizens.”42 Thus, futurum explicitly allies itself with Soviet revolu
tionary cinema. It does not know about, and does not particularly aim to reference, its
own contemporaries, for example, Chris Marker’s Letter from Siberia (Lettre de Sibérie,
1957).43 It also distances itself from the cinema of Nahfantastik, or “fantastic fiction of
the nearest frontier,” that occurred during the Stalinist Soviet Cinema period of the late
1940s, when only the verified truth of science could be used in fiction.44
In other words, futurum’s deployment of documentary practice is conceptualized by ap
proaching the “socialist future film,” on one side, through “the necessity of the documen
tary to unlock new regions of reality,” and on the other side, through “seeking for the best
communication of our artistic intentions” by cinema.45 While educational film projects
like Vertov’s The Sixth Part of the World (1926) document the variety of cultures in the
vast land of the USSR, Hellwig and Ritter shift the precariousness of facts from the past
to the future by proposing a visual culture by way of a documentary practice that specu
lates about a science of humans for tomorrow. Their proposal claims an emancipated posi
tion in the science-fiction genre, as well as the tradition of revolutionary film, by situating
futurum in a prewar Soviet film documentary tradition. Neither documenting the past nor
projecting a utopian future, they engage in the “year 2002” or in the “3rd millennium” by
debating the politics of reality, which is a reality of the workers’ class. To make their
alignment with Soviet revolutionary cinema clear, they reference Esfir Shub, who famous
ly stated that “not the fact itself, but our relation to facts, our class-specific recognition of
reality, our class-specific reflection of facts—that seems to me the most important.”46
While analyzing the political alignment of film with the task of constructing a socialist so
ciety, Hellwig and Ritter argue:
The insight that past, present, and future are dialectically interrelated leads us to
focus our aims in nonfiction future films on stimulating responsibility for the fu
ture in the moviegoer. We have framed this specific aspect of our film projects in
the maxim: consciousness of the present is the basis of responsibility for the fu
ture; consciousness of the future is the basis of responsibility for the present. With
this maxim, the film we are striving to make is neither “utopian” nor “fantastic”
nor “popular science” nor “documentary,” although it may incorporate these and
other genres. It is, to our minds, a “film of the contemporary world” above all, a
socialist contemporary film […] In this sense, we regard our future films as “politi
cal” films, if that attribute remains in play in the discussion of filmmaking in the
GDR.47
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While aligning itself with the “scientific socialism” that had also been foundational for
Marxism-Leninism in the GDR, futurum detested the genre of “science fiction” as por
trayed in Perry Rhodan’s novels, which depict a dystopian future of war and greed and
the battle for domination.48 Instead, futurum’s socialist future film aimed for a contempo
raneity of science, society, and knowledge as it already takes place in Narrations through
the montage of images and voice-over, closer to a travel diary or “an essay documented
by film.”49 The working group explicitly attached itself to the importance of realism over
utopia, while updating Shub and Vertov’s mode of the documentary film by integrating
aesthetic elements from animation, short films, music films, and feature films. Hellwig
and Ritter explain: “The experiences we were able to gather in non-fiction filmmaking
mostly arose from the documentary approach this genre requires. It was partially en
hanced by new methods and modes of representation we developed under the title ‘intergenre film.’”50 This new format was necessary in order to claim the singularity of the East
German socialist future film taking responsibility for questions relevant to viewers’ own
present. Historically speaking, the invention of the “inter-genre film” stands out as defafuturum’s achievement.
To implement this vision, Hellwig and Ritter discuss the production format of a workshop
in their dissertation and explicitly in Workshop Future I and Workshop Future II. Borrow
ing working methods from scientific research, futurum conceptualized a workshop princi
ple without hierarchy, that is, without one person owning knowledge and advising others
to execute it, but by a truly transversal interaction that demands dialogue to connect the
different forms of knowledge. They write:
Scientific representations of the future, i.e., prognoses, are the work of sometimes
hundreds of people who rely on the work of hundreds more; they employ the most
modern means, scientific methodologies and technologies. The creator of artistic
portrayals, by contrast, works in isolation in the process of artistic creation. Must
that remain that way? Are today’s social conditions, which manifest themselves in
manifold ways in the union of the processes of life and creation, adequate to the
composition of a future? If an artist chooses to grapple with this subject, the fu
ture, does it even make sense for him to work in isolation, or which new forms will
need to be found? Are consultations sufficient, or should we seek to devise new
methods? How can collective creative thinking be adopted as a workshop princi
ple in literary creation?51
Aspiring to create “socialist future film as a specific form of a film of the present,”52 futu
rum produced several short films, a few feature films, and a cinetract-like short, primarily
intended for television broadcast. From 1975 onward, defa-futurum also produced socalled disco films to be projected in discotheques, including Kosmos 73 Film-Beat-Treff
vor Mitternacht shown on Karl-Marx-Allee in Berlin.
The “disco films” were music clips that often mixed documentary with amazingly animat
ed drawings,53 even before MTV aired its first music video in 1981. A few of the “disco
films” were produced by futurum (with Hellwig as dramaturge) with the purpose to enter
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tain as well as educate young people by reaching out to them in cultural and social
spaces. “Disco” had already become an important symbolic space in Love in the Year
2002, a site for investigating how young people imagine love in the future, socially and
technologically speaking. Love in the Year 2002 is an odd and ambitious film—an excel
lent example of futurum’s inter-genre film, bringing together documentary practice with
fiction, animation, jazz, modern dance, and computation. Staged in the form of an enter
tainment show with dance scenes choreographed by the famous Polish dancer Conrad
Drzewiecki and music by Polish jazz musician and composer Jerzy Milian, the twentyminute short also includes documentary scenes from the Berlin-Schönefeld airport and a
discotheque ablaze with glittery light, where the GDR-famous Chris Wallasch (moderator
of Schlagerstudio, the first East German hit parade on television) interviews passersby or
young couples about their imagination of the future. Back in the studio of the entertain
ment show, we follow a science-fiction scenario staging the engineering of human repro
duction, now orchestrated by a match-making computer machine which would allow the
features of a future child to be calculated a priori to the act of insemination, albeit with a
woman’s body bearing the pregnancy.
The film contemplates several elements significant to the group’s mission, especially futu
rum’s commitment to investigating the potential of cybernetics in fostering a socialist so
ciety, which will be addressed later at length. For the moment, Love in the Year 2002 is
especially compelling for its attempts to define an East German socialist cine-futurism as
a kind of socialist pop(ulism) by way of documentary practices. Futurum’s experimenta
tion with popular formats of mass media, which could be (mis-)understood as light enter
tainment, marks a significant difference regarding their outspoken commitment to the in
tellectualism of Soviet revolutionary cinema. Mixing documentary practice with a sort of
quiz show, as well as the contemporary song and dance routine of light entertainment,
suggests a unique selling point for a cinematic practice from the GDR, or politically
speaking, claims the right for self-determination by the means of film. In particular, the
latter becomes pertinent in Hellwig’s attempts to introduce, or rather to smuggle, a copy
of Love in the Year 2002 into the program of the 19th International Short Film Festival
Oberhausen (Filmtage in Oberhausen) in April of 1973: “Hellwig caused conspicuous at
tention during the Filmtage in Oberhausen of Spring 1973,” one can read in the Stasi re
port from October 31, 1973, authored by one lieutenant Kol/Ko of the central department
XX/7, responsible for the control of culture and mass media. It continues that Hellwig “ex
ported illegally a copy of Love in the Year 2002 from the GDR to Oberhausen, where he
tried—without consultation with the direction of the East German delegation—to present
[the short film] in the ‘information program.’”54
A delegation traveling from the GDR to Oberhausen had already been tasked with repre
senting the country at one of the oldest West German film festivals. Without the knowl
edge of the GDR delegation’s leader, Hellwig traveled separately to the festival with a
copy of Love in the Year 2002. This breach of trust demonstrates Hellwig’s disobedience
toward the party delegation system. Following the reports, Hellwig stubbornly insisted on
presenting futurum’s short film during a gathering to promote an image of an East Ger
man future imaginary regarding its Marxist orientation. He writes in his report to his su
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perior on April 24, 1973: “the Maoists could use the film against us by asserting that it is
petit-bourgeois socialism without the call for class struggle.”55 In his report, which reads
more like a justification letter, Hellwig demonstrates his desire for visual self-determina
tion of East German cinema that should be protected from local and foreign manipula
tion. The event is reported by other informants and specifically reoccurs in another re
port from October 1973 that tries to discredit Hellwig’s solo run, which he himself justi
fies as “political agitation for the GDR.”56 The reports relating to the events surrounding
Love in the Year 2002 at the Oberhausen festival demonstrate the struggle and stress that
Hellwig had to endure in order to garner international attention for futurum’s vision. One
may assume, of course, that Hellwig would have very much liked futurum’s film—partially
his film—to be included in the festival.57 It is difficult to separate the filmmaker’s individ
ual ambitions to promote his film from his political ambitions to use the film as a means
to declare artistic and cultural independence. This is precisely an instance of the macromicro entanglements elaborated earlier in this essay that make the articulation of new vo
cabularies necessary.

The Problem with Conformity versus Dissent
“Life is more complicated than those of us who study it,” Avery Gordon reminds us in the
first chapter of Ghostly Matters. It is a sentence to be shared, still, with many of my
friends, colleagues, and comrades from “West-of-the-Rhine” while talking about the GDR.
In many conversations with them, I feel ashamed of the perceived GDR “petit-bourgeois
socialism” that cannot claim to be as exceptional as the Yugoslav socialism under Josip
Broz Tito or the Nkrumaism in Ghana. How is it possible to argue plausibly that life in the
GDR was not binary but rather tertiary coded? Such a tertiary-coded position, or a social
figure dealing with macro-political protocols and micro-social creativity, could be, for ex
ample, a member of the party under observation by the Stasi, like Joachim Hellwig him
self. He could be a self-employed man who would refuse to be a member of the party
while accepting commissions from the state, like my father who worked as an indepen
dent photographer in the GDR. Or he could be an unruly worker, a dissident songwriter,
and a diligent informal collaborator (Informeller Mitarbeiter) for the Stasi (IM) like Ger
hard Gundermann.58 Or she would have written the novella What Remains? (Was Bleibt?
1979) about the psychological terror from being observed by the Stasi day and night,
while she had submitted reports under IM “Magarete,” just like Christa Wolf did.
The Stasi report files about Hellwig (as well as travel reports by Hellwig himself) contain
more than one hundred and eighty pages spanning over more than thirty years.59 In the
reports, Hellwig is characterized as a person of “ignorance and political misbehavior.”60
He was called regularly to meetings. But he was also granted travel visas to Ghana, Yu
goslavia, Italy, England, France, Poland, and West Berlin to make his films. It seems that
Hellwig was part of a Reisekader (travel squad), a hypothesis, which would be at odds
with his rather bad reputation with the Stasi. Usually only hard-liners or public intellectu
als would be granted permission to travel. Are the Stasi files the remnants of a social-po
litical record of a society and a psychopathological timeline of state power? Do the Stasi
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files narrate a GDR history that is written by its people, but to denounce its people? Are
the Stasi files not only binary, but rather tertiary coded by the victim, the perpetrator, and
the social figure of the haunted, spinning a web of relations involving unease, confusion,
anger, trauma, and delay? Does the Stasi Records Agency provide a rare but monstrous
institutional infrastructure in contemporary Germany, securing public access for re
searching the complexity of life in the GDR—a forty-year history of the cultural, social,
and political life of a vanished state? Do the records enforce a split, another binary imper
ative, which claims to separate a complex life into before and after? Is it possible for a ter
tiary-coded temporality to emerge that would unsettle the chrono-normativity administer
ing before and after, in which the time lag as discursive temporality can finally unfold?
Bhabha’s concept of “discoursive temporality, or time-lag,”61 proposed in 1994, disturbs
the principle of disciplined time as chrono-normativity, which operates in alignment with
linear imperatives of historical narrations. The time lag folds various temporalities emerg
ing from political, social, and cultural processes into time as a condition for discursivity.
Bhabha situates the time lag within societies with postcolonial experiences, which are
forced to process profound systemic ruptures regarding dominant orders, politics, and so
cial microstructures for a political cause; it provides a methodology for situating the
analysis of the visual cultures of defa-futurum in a postcolonial environment. It may be
more appropriate to speak of a decolonial approach.62 The debate has been ongoing as to
whether the “post- in postcolonial [is] the post- in post-soviet.”63 The debate indicates an
ideological battle over Francis Fukuyama’s famously declared (and debated) “end of his
tory” as an end of empire inaugurating a “post-” of imperial colonialism. However, the
problem of the “post” in relation to “decoloniality” is not about the danger of misunder
standing a space-time complex as life after colonialism.64 Instead, speaking of decolonial
is about resisting the danger of reestablishing new relations of narrative dominance or bi
nary constellations of colonial versus postcolonial. Scholars in Slavic studies have high
lighted for us the pitfalls of postcolonial studies in the early 1990s regarding their con
ceptual cooptation of former socialist (“Eastern”) regions into the Eurocentric models of
Western modernity, including the construction of the East.65 Part of decolonial analysis
must guarantee the possibility for knowledge that is neither archived nor easily accessi
ble because it has been disqualified by oppressive orders or dominant voices.66 In the
case of the GDR, the oppression found its expression in a monomaniacal narrative of a
Soviet socialism as model for the fraternal imperative of East German state socialism af
ter 1945; in operations of the GDR’s secret service of which its records report about the
violent mechanics of disqualification; and in the erasure of publically owned institutions,
social property, and public narratives from the GDR by the legal way of the German Re
unification Treaty. The condition for “decoloniality” must therefore be understood as an
ongoing process beyond a disciplinary field: it takes place, mutates, and changes across
sets of self-knowledge, legal contexts, traumas, communities, and solidarities. Therefore,
distinguishing between “post-” and “de-” indicates a positioning rather than academic
disciplining.
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In this context, it is telling that the first time that defa-futurum caught my attention was
through Joachim Hellwig’s The Black Star (1965). The thirty-six-minute documentary, shot
in independent Ghana in Spring 1964 under Kwame Nkrumah’s Convention People’s Par
ty (CPP), provides a rare visual document of socialist friendship between the GDR and
Ghana before the coup d’état of February 1966, which forced Nkrumah into exile. 67 The
Black Star was screened during the Summer Film Institute Cold War, Hot Media: DEFA
and the Third World in 2011.68 It was a summer of heat waves. For one week, an interna
tional group of scholars, filmmakers, and curators gladly sat inside of an air-conditioned
cinema while watching documentaries, shorts, and features by East German filmmakers
with a specific focus on internationalist cinema from the GDR. At that time, I was working
on my doctoral thesis.69 With friends and colleagues, I was also digitizing the archive of
my father who worked as an independent Bildreporter, or image reporter, in the GDR for
the International Trade Fair in Leipzig.70 I was born in the GDR, enjoyed my early child
hood education in a kindergarten and primary school of the one-party state, while my sec
ondary and higher education took place in institutions in Germany and the United King
dom modeled (differently) after liberal democratic principles. Those born in the GDR be
tween the mid-1970s and early 1980s are defined in social studies as the Dritte Genera
tion Ost (Third Generation East),71 and the Malian cultural theorist Manthia Diawara ob
serves in such educational trajectories a proximity between scholars from the Continent
growing up under colonial rule, experiencing a revolutionary rupture and studying in an
other political system, often abroad.72 In other words, why did I have to travel to the Unit
ed States to learn about films that carried voices, spirits, and narrations of a socialist in
ternationalism from the GDR? Why had I never heard of Joachim Hellwig or Iris Gusner
before? What kind of conditions existed in the Germany of 2011, washed over by the sea
of ostalgia, that stereotyped the political complex of East German culture from a Western
perspective? Why could exhibition projects, publications, and conferences in Germany it
self often only differentiate between the “state artist” and the “underground artist”? Why
would a conversation with non–East German friends only have room for discussions of
conformism or dissent? Why so many conversations revolving around a fixation on propa
ganda or prison? Why were contemporary art institutions in post-1989 Germany seeming
ly more interested in socialist internationalism from Ghana, Egypt, or India but not from
the GDR? What went wrong in Germany after 1990? And why did I continuously feel like a
diasporic subject when talking to West German colleagues working in the field of contem
porary art? After trying to research—unsuccessfully—the conditions of making The Black
Star, I phoned Joachim Hellwig in his home in northern Berlin. He talked and talked, not
about The Black Star, but about defa-futurum with impressively fresh enthusiasm.73

Socialist Cybernetics for Anticolonial Struggle
Engaging with the unknown artistic working group, specifically via Hellwig and Ritter’s
dissertation, introduces us to a range of unknown theorists, philosophers, and futurolo
gists.74 Some of the Polish, Russian, or East German authors mentioned in the disserta
tion are hardly traceable online. One of them is the German-Jewish immigrant, activist,
communist, philosopher and professor Franz Loeser (1924–1990).75 Loeser’s philosophi
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cal writings on logics are critically important for futurum’s development of an approach
to cybernetics from a Marxist angle. He philosophically and mathematically analyzed the
prognostic advantages of cybernetics on the human forms of cognition, morals, communi
cation, and labor for enhancing the capacity of the socialist human. In 1968, he published
the scientific treatise Interrogativlogik starting with the fundamental question “Can ma
chines simulate the human capacity for intellectual work?”76 Loeser unpacks the question
by using philosophical reason, Marxist norms, and deontic logic. Carefully avoiding the
framing of cyber-technologies as a battlefield of the Cold War, Loeser’s meticulous elabo
ration of the function of the “Frage-Antwort-Prozess” (question-answer-process or FAP),77
as a method for stating a problem, specifying the conditions of a problem, and reaching a
cognitive validation of reasoning to solve a problem. For Hellwig and Ritter, such a prob
lem-oriented approach must have been exactly what they had been looking for in order to
develop the socialist future film, when they state in the last chapter of their dissertation:
The process of artistic creation may be regarded as a problem-solving process.
The task is to employ appropriate methods based on scientific insight to develop a
description of a problem that is suitable to art and the chosen genre as part of the
process of artistic creation.78
Loeser proposes a new field of logic with Marxist content: the logics of interrogation,79 by
developing a philosophical-mathematical understanding of the question and answer as
thought-forms “that are subject to laws of logical relations.”80 The FAP, in other words, is
a methodological device—or an “appropriate [method] based on scientific insights”—to
detect a problem and to prove its rational reasoning in the relations between ethics,
morals, and obligation.81 Many of futurum’s films deal with the enhancement of the so
cialist human as a collective force to fight for a better world by cybernetic-political
means. Needless to say, such a commitment to algorithms puts us in the middle of a
tightrope walk from today’s political and ethical perspective. Loeser’s treatise directly in
forms futurum’s ambitions to create a general principle to produce the socialist future
film. For example, in Workshop Future I, a group of three citizens who have been “cap
tives” in the present travel in a time machine to a discussion meeting at “future work
shop,” which looks like a laboratory with many monitors, consoles, and a robotic voice
speaking as an invisible moderator. The voice announces: “By a new method of ‘thoughtimage-transformation,’ we are able to convert your thoughts and wishes into images. We
are interested in learning about your idea of the future, and considering with you how
this future shall look.” All five persons are seated on comfortable chairs facing monitors,
as if they were sitting in a multiscreen cinema or in a TV studio, to watch their own imag
ined/projected image and to think about the automation of labor, domestic work, food
supplies, child care, social relations, and love. Workshop Future I uses the format of a
group discussion—a reoccurring format in several futurum films—to detect, debate, and
process social problems. Love in the Year 2002 uses the interview-question as a critical
method to collect answers about the future in the format of an entertainment show. In
Workshop Future II, the interview-question also serves as the main method: four re
searchers decide to study different contexts—playground, artist’s studio, photographer’s
studio, construction site—to collect various answers. The research method focuses on col
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lecting examples, first, to specify the “premise of the problem” by an applied scientific so
cialism, and second, to involve the people’s reflection, because, the future “emerges from
our wishes and dreams, also my own!” as stated by one of the women participating in an
experiment of “Gedankenbildumwandlung” (transformation of thought-image), that uses a
computational technique with the ability to detect thoughts and convert them into im
ages.
From today’s perspective, after the “datalogical turn” that has been changing the founda
tions of social forms and epistemological recourse,82 futurum’s celebration of algorithmic
models to enhance the human appears like a naïve fetishism of empirical facts. Loeser’s
proposal for a “science […] and laws of the logical relation between question and answer”
would be discussed today as a cybernetic nightmare of centralized governance to control,
plan, and manage thought.83 However, for Hellwig and Ritter—following Loeser—the ma
chine helps recalibrate the political mission when the human is manipulated, blinded, or
brainwashed. In Kolditz’s famous In the Dust of the Stars, the character Suko from the so
cialist planet Cyrno returns with a memory block from the headquarters of TEM 4, where
he has been tortured by a misogynist elite group of men, who are also responsible for the
systemic oppression of the indigenous Turi-people on planet TEM. The Turi people are ex
propriated of their indigenous rights and forced to labor in a subterranean mining com
plex. The mission from Cyrno led by Akala, the female captain of the crew of five, is to
help the Turi people liberate themselves from colonial rule of TEM 4. “Light years ago,”
in the film, radio-phonic sensors on planet Cyrno received SOS frequencies from TEM.
Suko appears to be in a terrible state. He can neither remember nor speak. Akala decides
to project Suko’s previously taken images of planet TEM on a screen for him to watch,
which finally pushes him into a state of delirium. He excitedly yells “Turi, the Turi! It’s
their planet!” It is impossible, though, to process any further thought or observation.
Akala speculates what if “not only Suko but all of us have been mentally blocked?”
This is the question method, as proposed by Loeser, used to detect a problem. Miu,
Akala’s female tech expert on the mission, knows that the computer is able to detect hu
man-memory blackouts when “there is something we cannot think or say. Something we
haven’t spoken of since we have been blocked. Our computer should be able to compare
our speech.” This is the analysis of the conditions of the problem or the “premise of the
problem” according to Loeser’s logics of interrogation. The computer filters the speeches
of all crewmembers during the time of their mission. Very quickly, it calculates the sus
ceptibility of human memory: the blinking result on the screen is the singled-out word
“HILFE” (help) and “HILFRERUF” (call for help). Reading these words triggers Akala’s
memory to remember, making her immediately suffer from a severe headache, as if her
brain were controlled by external forces that want to prevent her thinking. This sequence
demonstrates in such a palpable way the correlation between futurum’s cinematic prac
tice and Loeser’s philosophy of logic. The film enacts Loeser’s proposal for cybernetics as
a research method that helps the (socialist) human to fight colonialism in the name of an
extraterrestrial socialist internationalism from planet Cyrno, or, the GDR.
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The following quote by Hellwig and Ritter summarizes their political aspirations for cy
ber-technologies with the capacity to enhance human life in a socialist/communist society,
while it leads to a certain awareness of the dangers of socialism with a trans-human face:
But the purpose of automation remains to set man free from heavy labor, monoto
nous labor, and simple intellectual processes, and it would seem to be entirely pos
sible that automation in socialism/communism will also be capable of setting man
“free from menial forms of creative thinking” and empowering him to focus on
higher forms of creative thinking. Automated creativity will not perform the same
work that man does in the same manner; it will be “a tool that will surpass
him” (F[ranz Loeser, D[ieter] Schulze, Erkenntnistheoretische Fragen einer
Kreativitätslogik, manuscript, p. 52). Its purpose is to multiply human faculties in
the interest of humans without being able to surpass man. It remains to be seen
whether this is an automated “creativity” in the conventional sense or whether our
ideas about creativity will have undergone transformation.84
In other words, a Marxist politics of cybernetics—as proposed by Loeser and applied by
futurum—cannot be detached from moral principles, obligations, and the quality of
thought. Rather than a “communicative capitalism” as suggested by the political theorist
Jodi Dean to denounce the algorithmic transformation of knowledge from quality (mes
sage) into quantity (data),85 I suggest that Loeser’s approach justifies speaking of a com
municative communism. Because communism has flaws and pitfalls under socialist condi
tions, however, the computer will not replace the human but make space and time for the
worker’s capacity to think creatively by collectivizing debates, automating labor, and cen
tralizing the food supply. The machine balances her human limits in solidarity with her
political mission on earth to fight colonialism, oppression, and domination. Of course, this
conclusion occludes all horrific problems that the dictatorial regime of a one-party state
like the GDR generated; it does not consider the devastating efforts of the GDR’s surveil
lance state in observing, controlling, interrogating, and imprisoning its own people in the
name of socialism following the principle of only one possible socialism. defa-futurum,
however, can be understood as an experiment of a socialist cine-futurism that sought to
interconnect cinema with science, cybernetics, and socialism in the service of “building
up a classless communist society as a future of all humankind through overcoming class
relations on an international scale.” 86
This is a good moment to point to futurum’s remarkable cybernetic chart (see Figure 1)
suggesting a multistage systemic scheme for creating the socialist future film by an artis
tic process with defined principles. The chart comes from the appendix of Hellwig and
Ritter’s doctoral dissertation, which alone impresses by its profoundly practice-based rea
soning while situating futurum’s practice in a political ontology of cinema as we have
seen earlier. In other words, futurum’s practice itself defined the principles that were an
alyzed and situated with writings from political theory, philosophy, logic, and film history.
At the same time, it can be argued that futurum’s readings of Franz Loeser, in reverse, in
formed futurum’s methods for researching new vocabularies to imagine the future as a
political project. The chart provides a precise scheme for operating a collective effort that
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goes through a creative production process for solving a problem emerging from material
existence by the means of film. Specifically, Franz Loeser’s vocabulary for his deontic log
ic as a complex process of questioning (interrogating) reappears in the chart with regard
to the problem as an active agent in various stages (the chart indicates process, condi
tion/premise, defining, solution in two phases). Above all stands Marx’s main theorem of
the dialectics between Sein (existence) and Bewusstsein (consciousness): “It is not the
consciousness of men that determines their existence, but their social existence that de
termines their consciousness.”87

Figure 1 Defa-futurum creative process chart by
Joachim Hellwig and Claus Ritter, 1975.
Published in Erkenntnisse und Probleme, Methoden
und Ergebnisse bei der künstlerischen Gestaltung
sozialistischer Zukunftsvorstellungen im Film unter
der besonderen Berücksichtigung der Erfahrungen
der AG defa-futurumfrom, PhD dissertation (Appen
dix), Department of Cultural History and German
Studies, Karl-Marx University Leipzig, April 1975.

In the Dust of the Stars, we follow an experienced techno-politics as the computer’s cal
culation of the crew’s speech generated during the anti-imperialist mission on planet
TEM unlocks human (Suko’s) memory. The sequence showcases the Marxist determina
tion of social existence that seems obscured by the human’s sensitivity for ideology but
operates better through a computationally run collective process in order to detect mate
rially existing evidence of oppression, extraction, and colonization, which in turn defines
the urgency to liberate the Turi people from colonial rule as defined in the problem. It is
not “the consciousness of man” following the imperatives of capitalist modernity by seek
ing superiority in terms of economic growth, individual progress, labor division, and prim
itive accumulation, but social existence that is the declared point of departure for engag
ing with cyber-technologies to enhance collective efforts. There are four main creative/
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political figures composing the collective-creative work securing such a commitment: the
Kulturpolitiker (cultural politician), the Dramaturg (dramaturge or dramatic advisor), the
Schriftsteller (scriptwriter or author), and the Regisseur (director).88 One of the central
hubs of the chart is the schöpferischer Dialog [creative dialogue] about and across the
many fields of expertise (ideology, individual existence, cultural stands, etc.). Of course,
from today’s perspective, the figure of the “cultural politician” is alarming. In a one-partystate, she or he represents the state’s macro-political protocol. Perhaps the role filled by
the party-functionary of DEFA. Regardless, in futurum’s terms, the political figure guaran
tees that film remains “the most important of all arts” in the ideological working of state
socialism.89

The Closing: The Cold War’s Symptom
The “postcolonial time lag” resides exactly in the struggle to position a project like defafuturum in the present. Where is it located in a world that seems urgently in need of an
alternative to global capitalism? Where is it located in the face of today’s algorithms that
kill people, manipulate presidential elections, and reproduce racial capitalism?90
Proposed by Homi Bhabha in a moment of a new world order,91 the theory of “postcolo
nial time lag” as a discursive temporality has been adopted here for the post-1989 condi
tion of a vanished East German socialism. It allows for an intellectual and social call for
help to decolonize socialism from the “monomaniacal [Soviet] manner to the superpower
quest for world domination,”92 to decolonize socialism from its state-protocols, its naïve
promise to result in communism, its male gazes and patriarchal imperatives, its blindness
to see techno-fascism.
Returning to the contemporary moment of political impotence in effectively countering
the rise of neofascist propositions not only in Germany but also elsewhere in the world,
let me end with a striking Stasi report about a meeting between Joachim Hellwig and
Thomas Harlan in a bar in Warsaw on November 4, 1960, years before defa-futurum
began to exist.93 At the time, Hellwig had just finished two films, The Heusinger Case
(Der Fall Heusinger, 1959), documenting the continued presence of Nazi generals in the
West German Bundeswehr after the war, and The Diary of Anne Frank (Ein Tagebuch für
Anne Frank, 1959), which collected evidence that high Nazi officials (e.g., Hans Globke)
continued to work unscathed and unpunished in West Germany. In Warsaw, Hellwig and
Harlan talked about the sensitive information regarding the “preparations for an
Auschwitz trial” in Frankfurt/Main that would prosecute Robert Baer, an SS commander
from Auschwitz who lived as a businessman in Lusatia after 1945. It would take three
more years before the first Auschwitz trials took place in Frankfurt. It was a critical peri
od because the GDR government staged a show trial against Hans Globke to showcase—
in the accused’s absence—the continuity of fascist thought in West Germany after 1945
and to demonstrate the potency of the GDR’s jurisdiction. The show trial, of course, had
the purpose of propagating the GDR’s antifascist motivation in order to draw attention to
West Germany’s refascistization, while the GDR itself was struggling at the time to be
recognized internationally as a sovereign state. Signed by Lieutenant Reinhardt, the re
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port mentions two former high-ranking Nazis hiding away in the GDR at that time and
concludes with the bizarre speculation that West Germany is working on “the disclosure
of Nazis living in the GDR with the objective of distracting from the show trial against
Globke.”94 Reading the report’s narrative, one may conclude that the GDR government
was not interested at that time in analyzing its people’s entanglement—territorially, men
tally, and culturally—with the Nazi era. The report complicates the socialist state’s efforts
in substantiating, showcasing, and proving West Germany’s impotence to grapple with its
own past, by disclosing its disregard for its own proximity with fascist structures. The
Cold War was not only about competing in technological and economic terms, it was—as
we can observe here—also about competing to de-Nazify governmental structures and
mental states. Defa-futurum always operated with state support. It was never as indepen
dent from DEFA as, for example, the Heynowski & Scheumann Studio (Studio H&S),
which was founded around the same time with special permission to participate in inter
national film festivals. Following Hellwig’s ambitious cinematic projects of the late 1950s
in support of the GDR’s strategy to disclose the continued Nazi influence in West Ger
many, he experimented with new formats in order to construct a cine-futurism in the
GDR. However, it seems to me that his ambition for a socialist pop(ulism) did not help fu
turum to imagine a future that could be larger than the “petit-bourgeois socialism” of the
GDR, which Hellwig so much detested. If defa-futurum was initiated to prognosticate a so
cialist future by reflecting on the present, then this reflection created a condition from
which a present mutated into a never-fulfilled future that never shed light on the system’s
blind spots. By engaging with studies of visual culture, it is therefore possible to concep
tualize an East German socialism less as a “satellite” socialism and more as a social form,
a media infrastructure, and an unfulfilled future of a specific “disjunctive space of moder
nity”95 that locates futurum in the Cold War’s German-German issue as a symptom of the
new world order after 1945. Committing to Bhabha’s logic of the time lag inevitably
means unblocking binary extremes of creativity by listening to “shared but denied histo
ries between the West and non-West that silently ruffle the surfaces of our daily lives” as
Irit Rogoff describes the visual studies’ “vision of critique.”96 From today’s perspective,
futurum invites us to repoliticize this regime of images beyond a representational capaci
ty into the imageless (Abbildlose).97 The future will not be televised, but narrated—for ex
ample—through a compilation of different film genres, the “inter-genre film” via a collec
tive “workshop principle.” Thus, in order to release and disarm unease about futurum’s
allegiance to vocabularies of GDR macro-politics while striving for a self-determined posi
tion through cinema and cybernetics, it is necessary to animate studies of futurum by a
“creative heterogeneity,”98 which offers the possibility to create an “emancipatory
‘present’ liberating the discourse of emancipation from binary closures.”99 That is where
a discursive temporality may unfold and the work of decolonizing socialism for voicing a
complexity of the post-1989 condition may begin.100
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Notes:
(1.) Anna Seghers, Sonderbare Begegnungen (Berlin and Weimer: Aufbau-Verlag GmbH &
Co. KG, 1973, 2008), 147.
(2.) Joachim Hellwig and Klaus Ritter, Erkenntnisse und Probleme, Methoden und Ergeb
nisse bei der künstlerischen Gestaltung sozialistischer Zukunftsvorstellungen im Film
unter der besonderen Berücksichtigung der Erfahrungen der AG defa-futurum, PhD dis
sertation, Karl-Marx-University, Leipzig, 1975. The unpublished dissertation was defend
ed at Sektion Kulturwissenschaft and Germanistik, Karl-Marx-Universität Leipzig, on April
25, 1975. All translations from the dissertation are by the author, if not indicated other
wise.
(3.) Fredric Jameson, The Ancients and the Postmoderns: On the Historicity of Forms
(London: Verso, 2015), 255.
(4.) Hellwig and Ritter call defa-futurum a Künstlerische Arbeitsgruppe (KAG), in English
“artistic working group.” See Hellwig and Ritter, Erkenntnisse und Probleme, 272.
(5.) Collected in 2018, it might be possible that further files will continue to be found or
reconstructed in the future.
(6.) To name but a few, the work of Bauhaus-trained architect Konrad Püschel who devel
oped and realized a Masterplan for the city of Hamhung in North Korea in 1955 after the
Korean War; the GDR-architectural projects in Ghana of the 1960s; the films by Iris Gus
ner and other East Germans who studied film directing at the internationalist VGIK in
Moscow during the 1960s; the amazing graphic design of AKA ELECTRIC Warenzeichen
verband der DDR; the cover design of Lothar Reher for the Spektrum book series publish
ing international literature; and the Paul-Robeson-Committee of the DDR.
(7.) The historian Sonja Fritzsche indicates defa-futurum’s active years as 1971–1980, in
Sonja Fritzsche “East Germany’s ‘Werkstatt Zukunft’: Futurology and the Science Fiction
Films of ‘defa-futurum’,” German Studies Review 29, no. 2 (May 2006): 367–386. The
Wikipedia entry on defa-futurum defines the years as 1971–1991. I propose a period of
1968–1979, bookended by two film projects from the group: Narrations from the New
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World (1968) and Das Ding im Schloss (Dir. Gottfried Kolditz, 1979), the latter being the
last large-scale DEFA project.
(8.) Avery Gordon, Ghostly Matters—Haunting and the Sociological Imagination
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 7.
(9.) Approximately 170 pages, spanning from 1951 to 1988, could be found in the Stasi
Records Agency under the name Joachim Hellwig. It is likely that other files have been
destroyed by Stasi employees, specifically after November 1989. At the time, civil rights
activists occupied Stasi headquarters to prevent the destruction of surveillance docu
ments. The first such occupations took place in Erfurt and Leipzig on December 4, 1989.
(10.) Gordon, Ghostly Matters, xvi.
(11.) Hellwig and Ritter, Erkenntnisse und Probleme, 272.
(12.) Futurum was preceded by the artistic working group “Profil,” with which Hellwig
wrote the script for Journey to the 3rd Millennium (Reise ins 3. Jahrtausend, 1969), a film
that remains unmade.
(13.) Hellwig and Ritter, Erkenntnisse und Probleme, 272.
(14.) Simon Spiegel, “Defa-futurum. Der Versuch, die Utopie zu dokumentieren,” Wirk
lichkeiten und Weltenbauen: Realities and World Building, University of Vienna, Septem
ber 20–23, 2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkxG7LTOvXM. Simon Spiegel, “Re
alsozialistisches Intermezzo: Die Zukunftsfilme der defa-futurum, ” in Bilder einer
besseren Welt: Die Utopie im nichtfiktionalen Film (Marburg: Schüren Verlag, 2019).
(15.) Jameson, The Ancients and the Postmoderns, 255.
(16.) Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1994), 1.
(17.) See Dolores L. Augustine, Red Prometheus Engineering and Dictatorship in East
Germany, 1945–1990 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2007) and Gabrielle Hecht, Entangled
Geographies: Empire and Technopolitics in the Global Cold War (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 2011).
(18.) While writing this essay, on August 26, 2018, the rallies of a right-wing mob led to
violent conflicts with migrants on Brückenstrasse in Chemnitz, and ultimately to the
death of the Cuban-German Daniel Hillig by a Syrian and Iraqi seeking asylum in Ger
many. The then-President of the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution
doubts the authenticity of the video evidence of the right-wing nationalist antimigrant
hunt after Hillig’s death, which activated a public debate about right-wing ideologies
among German politicians in power.
(19.) Patriotic Europeans against the Islamisation of the Occident, as well as right-wing
political parties with seats in governments and splinter groups elsewhere, provide forums
to agitate for a nationalistic supremacy based on race, tradition, and religion.
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(20.) Wolf Biermann, “Ihr seid Feiglinge,” Der Spiegel 55 (2017), online version, http://
www.spiegel.de/plus/wolf-biermann-ueber-hass-und-wut-in-ostdeutschland-aac767c6a-0c73-4847-b7de-0794c120712e.
(21.) Ibid.
(22.) Jameson, The Ancients and the Postmoderns, 255. (Italics added.)
(23.) Fritzsche, “East Germany’s ‘Werkstatt Zukunft,’” 367–386. Also in Sonja Fritzsche,
“The East German Disco Film: From Solidarity Short to Music Video,” in DEFA Interna
tional: GDR Film and the Global Cold War, edited by Skyler Arndt-Briggs and Victoria Ri
zo Lenshyn. Film and the Global Cold War Series. DEFA Film Library. (Amherst, MA: Uni
versity of Massachusetts Press, forthcoming 2020.
(24.) The Hauptabteilung XX (main division), or HA XX of the Ministry for State Security—
Stasi (MfS), was commissioned to secure the state apparatus, the church, and the field of
culture including the so-called underground. It was an organ of defense. XX/7 was the
unit overseeing culture and thus also in charge to observe Hellwig’s activities.
(25.) Hellwig and Ritter, Erkenntnisse und Probleme, 205–206.
(26.) The gulf between aspiration and reality regarding gender equality in the GDR has
been researched comprehensively in the last years. For examples of this scholarship, see
Katja M. Guenther, Making Their Place Feminism after Socialism in Eastern Germany
(Redwood City, CA: Stanford University Press, 2010); Kyle Frackman and Faye Stewart,
Gender and Sexuality in East German Film: Intimacy and Alienation (Rochester, NY: Cam
den House, 2018); and Anna Kaminsky, Frauen in der DDR (Berlin: Ch. Links Verlag,
2017).
(27.) The subject of eroticism, sexuality, femininity, and gender inequality in futurum’s
productions would demand a further essay. Regarding the self-image of women in the
context really existing socialism, see Kristen R. Ghodsee, Why Women Have Better Sex
under Socialism: And Other Arguments for Economic Independence (New York: Nation
Books, 2018).
(28.) Ariella Azoulay, Civil Imagination: The Political Ontology of Photography (London:
Verso, 2012); Meg MacLagan and Yates McKee, Sensible Politics: The Visual Culture of
Nongovernmental Activism (New York: Zone Books, 2012).
(29.) “How is historical agency enacted in the slenderness of narrative? How do we his
toricize the event of the dehistoricized? If, as they say, the past is a foreign country, then
what does it mean to encounter a past that is your own country reterritorialized, even ter
rorized by another?” In Bhabha, The Location, 198.
(30.) The political slogan “Wir sind das Volk” (“We Are the People”) was chanted at the
beginning of the demonstrations in Leipzig and elsewhere in 1989/1990, which soon was
replaced by “Wir sind ein Volk” (“We Are One People”).
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(31.) Matthias Judt, DDR-Geschichte in Dokumenten Beschlüsse, Berichte, interne
Mateialien und Alltagszeugnisse (Berlin: Ch. Links Verlag, 1997), 493.
(32.) During the first conference of the Non-Aligned Movement in Belgrade in September
1961, Jawaharlal Nehru as the Prime Minister of India called the German-German divi
sion an “international frontier.” See John F. Kennedy Library, Washington, folder
JFKPOF-104-004, http://www.jfklibrary.org/Asset-Viewer/Archives/JFKPOF-104-004.aspx.
(33.) Odd Arne Westad, The Global Cold War (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2005).
(34.) Ana Teixeira Pinto, “Capitalism with a Transhuman Face,” in CCC Public Thought,
Public Seminar on December 4, 2018, CCC Research-based Master, HEAD Genève,
Switzerland.
(35.) The Italian episode “Wohin soll ich gehen?” is directed by documentary filmmaker,
scriptwriter, and director Massimo Mida, who worked with Roberto Rossellini in the
1940s, within the tradition of Italian neorealist cinema.
(36.) Document of the folder MfS HA XX AP 13960 92A, dated January 1, 1964, B000071,
BStU, Stasi Records Agency, Berlin. Although another document suggests different dates:
the Stasi-file MfS HA XX AP 13960 92A reports about travel dates to Ghana from end of
1964 to early 1965, BStU 000072, Stasi Records Agency, Berlin.
(37.) In Ghanaian city of Tema, the Leipzig-based VEB Zentrales Projektierungsbüro
“Polygraph” supervised the construction of the governmental printing house from 1962 to
1964 (inauguration on September 21). Bruno Flierl, “Bauten der DDR im Ausland,” in
Deutsche Baukunst (Berlin: Deutsche Bauakademie, 1964), 540–543.
(38.) Described in the dissertation as “middle Asia, Khiva and Buchara with eternal gems
of Islamic architecture; but also with houses made from adobe, which was governed by
‘insha-allah’ and sultans and califates.” In Hellwig and Ritter, Erkenntnisse und Probleme,
140.
(39.) Ibid., 139.
(40.) The Italian crew seems to be comprehensively involved, with Bruno Baratti as coscriptwriter next to futurum’s Joachim Hellwig and Hans Oley, with Giuseppe Pinori as di
rector of photography, next to futurum’s Wolfgang Randel, as well as with Massimo Mida
next to Richard Cohn-Vossen as directors. Joachim Hellwig appears as an artistic director
of the whole project.
(41.) Simon Spiegel, Bilder einer besseren Welt: Die Utopie im nichtfiktionalen Film
(Marburg: Schüren Verlag, 2019).
(42.) Hellwig and Ritter, Erkenntnisse und Probleme, 142.
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(43.) Chris Marker participated in the Internationale Leipziger Dokumentar- und Kurz
filmwoche für Kino und Fernsehen, or DOK Leipzig, with Le Joli Mai (1963), which was
awarded the Golden Dove Award. Thus, East German filmmakers had a chance to learn
about Marker’s work.
(44.) Hellwig and Ritter, Erkenntnisse und Probleme, 89. See also Petra Hanáková, “First
Contact or Primal Scene,” in Ewa Mazierska, Red Alert. Marxist Approach to Science Fic
tion Cinema (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2016).
(45.) Hellwig and Ritter, Erkenntnisse und Probleme, 141.
(46.) Ibid., 146.
(47.) Ibid., 155–156. Translated by Gerrit Jackson.
(48.) Hellwig and Ritter, Die Welt der Gespenster, 1972.
(49.) André Bazin quoted in Nora M. Alter, The Essay Film After Fact and Fiction (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2018), 127.
(50.) Hellwig and Ritter, Erkenntnisse und Probleme, 205–206.
(51.) Ibid., 69. Translated by Gerrit Jackson.
(52.) Ibid., 93.
(53.) Disco-Film 28: City, Träume, directed by Jürgen Steinheisser, dramaturgy by Joachim
Hellwig, 1979, GDR, 6.08 min., is an outstanding example of documentary footage with
psychedelic animation of cityscapes.
(54.) Signed by Lieutenant Kolbe, Hauptabteilung XX/7, October 31, 1973, MfS HA XX AP
13960 92A, BStU 000108.
(55.) Four-page report by Hellwig, a kind of justifying letter to Wolfgang Kernicke, then
director of the DEFA Studio for Short Film, on April 24, 1973. MfS HA XX AP 13960 92A,
BStU 000101.
(56.) Four-page report by Hellwig, BStU 000109.
(57.) Most likely, films from the GDR were generally not allowed to be screened in Ober
hausen, similar to the situation for Prix FUTURA 73 in West Berlin from March 28 to April
6, 1973, when Hellwig and Ritter visited. In his report (addressee not clear from the doc
ument), Hellwig remarks: “Nevertheless, one cannot help but think that also the GDR
could participate in international events of this kind, for which we have to be prepared.”
File: MfS AP 13.960/92./BStU 000096-98.
(58.) Andreas Dresen, Gundermann (2018), 127 min.
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(60.) File: MfS AP 13.960/92. BStU 000105-000107.
(61.) Bhabha, The Location, 184.
(62.) See Walter Mignolo, The Darker Side of Western Modernity: Global Futures, Decolo
nial Options (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2011); Walter Mignolo and Wanda
Nanibush, “Thinking and Engaging with the Decolonial,” Afterall: A Journal of Art, Con
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Concepts, Analytics, Praxis (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2018).
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Post-Soviet? Toward a Global Postcolonial Critique,” PMLA 116:1 (Special Issue: Globaliz
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plimentul de cultura 144 (2017): 8–14; Dorota Kołodziejczyk and Cristina Şandru, Post
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ledge, 2013).
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(65.) Nataša Kovačević, Narrating Post/Communism: Colonial Discourse and Europe’s
Borderline Civilization (London: Routledge, 2008). Vedrana Velickovic, “Belated Al
liances? Tracing the Intersections between Postcolonialism and Postcommunism,” Journal
of Postcolonial Writing 48, no. 2 (2012): 164–175, doi:10.1080/17449855.2012.658247.
(66.) Building on resources of postcolonial studies and maintaining a cautious skepticism,
a decolonial analysis seeks avoiding the imposition of one (postcolonial) theory about a
region, for example, the GDR territory, by committing to (a) the historical dimension and
(b) the contemporary problems of case studies.
(67.) Only the GDR could have been a political diplomatic partner for Ghana at that time
—and vice versa—considering both Ghana’s commitment to state socialism after indepen
dence from British colonialism and the GDR’s commitment to socialist internationalism,
particularly after the Afrika-Jahr in 1960 in the name of seeking international recognition.
(68.) Organized by Barton Byg, Skyler Arndt-Briggs, and Evan Torner for the DEFA Film
Library, University of Massachusetts Amherst, held at Smith College in Northampton,
Massachusetts.
(69.) Doreen Mende, The Itinerant: On the Delayed Arrival of Images from International
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ing a Photographic Archive from the GDR (1967–1990) (Leipzig: Spector Books, 2013).
(71.) See Adriana Lettrari, Christian Nestler, and Nadja Troi-Boeck, Die Generation der
Wendekinder: Elaboration eines Forschungsfeldes (Heidelberg: Springer, 2016). Wolfgang
Engler and Jana Hensel, Wer wir sind: Die Erfahrung, ostdeutsch zu sein (Berlin: Aufbau
Verlag, 2018).
(72.) During a Q&A session after Diawara’s talk “Photography and Fashion in Mali,“ Of
fice for Contemporary Art Norway, Oslo, October 25, 2013.
(73.) The phone conversation with Hellwig took place in December 2013. Due to his
wife’s weak health at that time, we agreed to meet at his house near Berlin only during
the summer of 2014. When I called him during the second week of August to arrange a
meeting, his wife reported Joachim Hellwig’s death, just a month prior.
(74.) Beside Stanislaw Lem, the Strugatzky Brothers and Alberto Cavalcanti served as im
portant references in cinema, as well as Maxim Gorki, Friedrich Engels, and Karl Marx, of
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(75.) Franz Loeser (1924–1990), son of a Jewish-German family, left Germany for England
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